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Effective writing skills are not just helpful in school, college, or university life; rather it is a skill that is
helpful throughout the life of the students. To teach writing skills to the students, instructors mostly
assign them a number of different writing-based assignments. In most of these writing-based
assignments, the students are asked to write different types of essays. These essay writing assignments
are especially helpful for those students who always seek help from their class fellows. For example,
students who used to tell their friends “write my paper for me” will not be required to tell this to their
friends again if they learn effective writing skills. No matter, great time, attention, and practice are
required in learning effective writing skills but the skill once learned will be helpful for the rest of the life
of the student.

To teach these writing skills a great responsibility lies on the instructors as well as the parents of the
individual. That is, they should put a great emphasis on the benefits of writing skills. This will help in
attracting the attention of the student. A professional writer of a well-known paper writing service
suggests to the beginner writers that, “keep putting efforts into improving your writing skills, as this skill
will help you in writing every type of essay, paper or other such work”.

There are different types of essays such as persuasive essays, argumentative essays, expository essays,
reflective essays, narrative essays, etc. All these different types of essays are based on a unique purpose.
This unique purpose makes them different from one another. A good essay writer is the one who used
to plan his essay first and then start writing the essay by following that particular plan. An expository
essay is the type of essay in which the writer is required to carry out a detailed investigation on a
particular concept or idea, he evaluates that concept or idea and presents arguments or explains that
idea in an appropriate manner.

Tips to write effective expository essays
Mentioned below are some of the tips that will help you in writing effective expository essay:
1. Make sure your expository essay possesses the basic components that are the introduction,
body paragraphs, and the conclusion. Apart from these basic components of the expository
essay, your essay should be based on a proper thesis statement that highlights the main idea of
your expository essay.
2. Capture the attention of your audience in the introductory paragraph by starting your paragraph
with a hook. Starting the expository essay in an attractive way will help to persuade the
audience in reading more.
3. Make sure to discuss one particular idea in one paragraph so that you do not mix different ideas
in a single paragraph. Discussing one particular idea in one paragraph will provide a clear
understanding of your ideas to the audience.
4. Use simple language and words throughout the expository essay. The reason behind this is that
different types of readers might read your essay therefore you should use simple language and
words so that every type of reader understands your converted ideas easily.

Sample expository essay on “popularity of drugs among college students”
People of all ages possess an addiction towards something, that thing might be tea, music, social media,
etc. All these types of addictions affect people in one way or another. College students are found to
have more than one addiction. Nowadays apart from all these things, the use of drugs and alcohol is
gaining popularity among college students. The common use of drugs by college students has made
them addicted to it. In the previous few years, the popularity of drugs among college students has been
found at a great peak. The popularity of drugs among college students is not just affecting the mental or
physical health of the students but is also targeting the performance and productivity of students in
their practical and academic life.

The popularity of drugs among college students is also expected by the use of social media. The reason
behind this is that every type of information that is positive as well as negative is available on social
media. The young generation, especially college students, continually use social media and this is the

reason they get more attracted to the use of drugs or alcohol, etc. Apart from that, students who are
already using drugs make it popular among other class fellows and friends.

This popularity of drugs among college students has led to the development of serious physical as well
as cognitive health issues. The changing behavior and attitude of the student who is using drugs is one
of the consequences. The condition might become severe if they do not take drugs after a specific
interval of time. The reason behind this is that their body is addicted to those drugs.

The popularity of drugs among college students has severely affected the productivity and performance
of the students. They are not able to concentrate on their studies. The use of drugs has diverted their
mind from learning positive things to the negative things of life. It has been found that most of the
students who used drugs are not in their senses. This has severely affected their practical as well as
academic life. The popularity of drugs among college students is a threat for the other students because
there are chances that they might be attracted to the use of drugs.
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